Trevor: "...a little terror goes a long way."
Kit: "What do you mean?"

We make the bombs go "boom."
We bring im-pend-ing doom.

Jazzier groove
We'll keep them all scared and a-fraid
with the threat of our last air raid.

You wanna be in charge?
Ped-dle ter-ror at large.
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To get the info on the table, you gotta make 'em a little unstable.

When the Blaines are under stress I find they're at their best.

A little terror goes a long way.
If I pro-fess Ji - had I will be play-ing God.

Ter - or makes us brute and strong. This feels so good it can't be wrong.

We must stick to the plan. Things won't get out of hand.
When Blake gave up eating beef, mad cow disease was plastered on you T.V.

There are no coincidences, it's a unanimous consent.

A little terror...
When the Blaines are under stress, we find they're at their best.

A little terror...

A little terror...

A little terror...
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Trevor:

and

our's by tomorrow night!

Kit, if we get this right, the Emmy is ours by tomorrow night!